
Father unleashes hell against pharmacist who jabbed his 7-year-old for covid,
resulting in myocarditis

Description

Against his better judgment and wishes, the wife of a Canadian father recently brought their seven-
year-old son to a local pharmacy to get “vaccinated” for the Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19), which
immediately triggered myocarditis in the child. After his son was admitted to the hospital for the
condition, the angry father proceeded to call the pharmacist and unleash hell against her for
permanently harming his child.

The man started out calmly explaining what happened to the foreign-sounding pharmacist on the other
end of the line, to which she almost immediately admitted that parents are not being told about the
potential side effects of the injections for their children.

The level of anger/rage which is going to be pouring out when the scale of what has
unfolded comes into mainstream conscious awareness…

Let’s get prepared.

We’re going to need to be strong containers to hold what’s coming. 
pic.twitter.com/izyH2LFNAA

— ?Antonio Tweets ? (@AntonioTweets2) August 6, 2022

When asked to explain why the full list of side effects, and especially the most common ones, are not
being divulged, the pharmacist on the phone proceeded to explain that many parents might forego the
shots if they are made aware of the risk of injury or death.

In other words, pharmacists are deliberately withholding information about the shots that might scare
parents into skipping them. As a result, at least one little boy will never be healthy again, and could
very likely die within the next five years as this is a common occurrence with myocarditis.
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Check out the following episode of the Health Ranger Report with Mike Adams to hear his take on the
growing number of parents, including this one, who are coming to the realization that their children’s
lives were destroyed by Fauci Flu shots:

Don’t get your child jabbed for covid unless you want him to die

It is not as though myocarditis is some rare occurrence post-injection for the Fauci Flu. Back in April,
as one example, a large-scale study out of Nordic Europe (Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden)
found that getting injected for Chinese Germs massively increases one’s risk of myocarditis.

There are also tens of thousands of both children and adults in the United States alone who now suffer
from heart and other health problems as a result of the jabs, to which the pharmacist the Canadian
father spoke to had nothing to say because she personally profits every time she administers another
shot.

Frustrated by the situation as the conversation progressed, the angry father became increasingly
angrier as the pharmacist had nothing to say back to him – probably because she knows full well that
the jabs are killing kids. Towards the end of the call – viewers beware – the man started lobbing insults
and vulgarity at the pharmacist because his child’s life is now ruined.

“At this point, I think litigation is the only thing that is going to prevent this from happening again,” wrote
one commenter about the father’s threat against the pharmacist that he recorded the call and publicly
released it in order to sue the pharmacy that harmed his child.

“If the people who were dishonest, or did not do their jobs as required, are not held severely
responsible, you won’t ever be able to trust your doctor or any drug again.”

“I hope the lawyers are quiet now because they are collecting data and names to add to their massive
lawsuits. This is probably the biggest opportunity the legal profession has or will ever have to benefit
mankind.”
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